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Try New Things,
Retain What Works:
Steve Shulman at Leschi Market
by Barbara Parker, 37th Ave.

W

hen Steve Shulman was an eight-year-old boy, one of his
delights was to attend Sunday school, take the bus to the
Madrona turnaround, and walk down to work at his great uncle
Hank’s store—then called Leschi Park Market. Little Steve dusted, pulled boxes from beneath, and restocked shelves. That was
a good many years ago, but save a number of adult years when
he worked in the clothing and jewelry industries, Steve Shulman
spent much of his youth and adult years finding ways to improve
Leschi Market and simultaneously contribute to the communities the Market serves. A continuing effort on his part is to try
new things while retaining what works.
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Creativity is what it's all about at Coyote Central (23rd and Cherry). 'Tis the
season for fun galas and auctions. And where better than our own Coyote
Central to show your generosity and support? Join them "for a magical night
of remarkable art, unique experiences, and endless inspiration!" Nov. 9 at
Block 41. See CoyoteCentral.org for details.

Artists Among Us: Author Susan McCormick

Madrona Author Debuts
"Cozy Caper" Novel

N

In its early days, the store was founded on home grocery delivery to Madison Park, Beacon Hill, and Mercer Island as well
as Leschi, Madrona, and other nearby neighborhoods. Orders
called in by noon would be delivered that same day by students
from Franklin or Garfield high schools. Although deliveries are
no longer a part of Leschi Market’s model, the habit of hiring
young people (often for a first job) continues to this day.
As a high school student, Steve himself enjoyed store work
because he could earn his own way, and it gave him more time
to spend with his dad, Leonard. Leonard’s full-time job was as a

ovelist Susan McCormick, a
Seattle-based doctor, delivers
an outstanding new cozy caper in
her debut novel, The Fog Ladies. A
smart, fresh, fun tale that unfolds
in a sensational setting—an elegant
San Francisco apartment building—
The Fog Ladies features protagonist
Sarah James. Sarah, a medical intern in a busy teaching hospital, is
swept up in extraordinary—and extraordinarily treacherous—circumstances when murder hits way too
close to home.
About The Fog Ladies: With its
gorgeous etched windows, rich mahogany and brass, slate floors and "The Fog Ladies" by Madrona
high ceilings, San Francisco’s storied resident Susan McCormick.
Pacific Heights apartment building is
a desirable, much-sought-after ad-
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Steve Shulman of Leschi Market. The market is well known for its 1,400+
wines, some of which are featured in the background of this photo.

Madrona: Make Plans
to Bloom Again in 2020
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Steve Shulman of Leschi Market

Audrey Seale, E. Union St.

Once called Leschi Park Market, this neighborhood gem has decades-long history on Lake
Washington.
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t is fall in Madrona and our lovely 2019 flower baskets have
bloomed out. Don't despair though: it’s time to gather funds
for our 2020 flower baskets! Please use the envelope enclosed
in this newsletter to make your generous, tax-deductible donation to
our flowers, or donate online at madrona.us/madrona-blossoms. One of
the special additions of 2019 were
five baskets donated in memory of
special Madrona friends. In 2020,
consider remembering a loved one
or mark a special occasion with the
donation of a basket at $400.
Our Madrona Blossoms Fund will
bring us a new surprise this holiday
season: Madrona’s Peaceable Kingdom Holiday Tree, a 12’ tree lit every
night on the corner of 34th & Union. Coming this December: a 12'
holiday tree at 34th & Union.
It is a slightly smaller version of the
tree our vendor provides at Westlake
Mall in downtown Seattle. From Dec 6- Jan 6, you are invited to
“host” a night by the tree to highlight a holiday theme, just for
fun, as a focus for holiday entertaining, or to benefit a special
cause. We will have local choirs singing on some nights. Contact
audreyseale@comcast.net to reserve a night. •

Madrona Author Pens New Novel
Novelist Susan McCormick, a Seattle-based
doctor, debuts first novel.

4
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Developers infuse new building at 24 and
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what do the playground toys do on rainy day?
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Madrona Community Calendar
Cold, dark and rainy days have arrived. Check
out the calendar for great indoor activities
and events.
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Some residents aren't bashful about sharing their disapproval for planned redevelopment of this quirky 100-year-old house on 30th and Denny. Such graffiti is
common these days as just about every block in the neighborhood has experienced changes like this and not everyone is happy with them. Other controversial
projects have been at 35th and Union and the old Army of Israel Church on MLK. •
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Artwork Fills New
Liberty Bank Building
By Kevin Lundeen, 34th Ave.

M

ore boxy housing projects are a dime a dozen
in Seattle in recent years, but rarely do we
see the process of creating much-needed housing teamed with the deliberate and thoughtful incorporation of art and community. The inception
of Liberty Bank in 1968 was an inspiring story of
community and determination in itself, and it is fitting that the
project respects that legacy through the inclusion of Black artists in the CD. We all benefit from the beauty and deep meaning
brought to us by these artists' work. We thank the developers for
their efforts and funding to enrich the community. The project
at 24th and Union took the old Liberty Bank site and has turned
it into a building of apartments and street-facing businesses.

ed gems, including an assortment of salmon by Esther Ervin
permanently captured in their energetic dance to their spawning grounds. Glance through the windows to see the dozens of
pieces inside the building and as you leave around the corner
back to Union, sit on one of the round artwork benches and gaze
up at the fantastic frieze depicting multi-colored heads and the
etched-glass map of the Central District. Would that every new
project brought such beauty, life, and fulfillment to the neighborhood.

Liberty Bank opened in 1968, a year of substantial unrest in America following the assassinations of Martin Luther King and Robert Kennedy.
Tour Notes

By Esther Ervin

Liberty Bank opened in 1968, a year of substantial unrest in
America following the assassinations of Martin Luther King and
Robert Kennedy. Riots blazed in Washington, Chicago, Baltimore and other US cities.
The practice of redlining defined the Central District. The segregation maps from back in the 1920’s also included Downtown, Pioneer Square, Georgetown, and Highland Park.
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The courtyard of the Liberty Bank Building on 24th Ave. soars with African-patterned musical images by Al Doggett. Esther Ervin's sculptured salmon dance
in the fountains below.

The art installation program was headed by Al Doggett and
Esther Ervin of Madrona. I joined a tour of the building's art
and included here the notes from that tour. Some art is only
accessible inside the lobby and we recommend that you try to
arrange an opportunity to view it, but even the casual passerby
can appreciate the many artworks visible to the public. As you
are walking by on Union, take a jog down 24th to see the fantastic courtyard with sixty-foot musical characters above by Al
Doggett and cool fountains and gardens below filled with sculpt-
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Al Doggett and Esther Ervin headed up the public art program at the Liberty
Bank Building on 24th and Union. Here they gather tour participants for a
demonstration of some building art features.

Redlining was defined as "the practice by banks and other
lending institutions of refusing home loans or requiring high4

Mural-sized art by Al Doggett installed in the lobby of the Liberty Bank Building's main lobby.

er interest rates and larger down payments to otherwise credit
worthy people because they happen to live in a certain area." A
related practice, disinvestment, was the policy of taking in savings deposits from residents of a redlined area and refusing to
return the money, whether it be in the form of a home, business,
or consumer loan, to the community that provided the money.
This is why it is important that the story of Liberty Bank is told.
It shows Seattle how a multicultural community came together
and created an institution that allowed disadvantaged individuals to achieve economic independence and success. The bank
operated from 1968 to 1988 and was said to be one of the few
multiracial banks west of the Mississippi.
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The project is supported by Africatown-Central District Preservation and Development Association, The Black Community
Impact Alliance, Capitol Hill Housing, and Byrd Barr Place, who
as partners agreed to:
• Secure long term Black ownership of the building
• Provide affordable commercial space
• Help develop and support black owned
businesses
• Reaffirm the Central District as the hub of
the Pan African community
Salvaged brick from the original building has
been incorporated into the columns on Union
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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MCCORMICK, CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

LIBERTY BANK, CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

dress. But when several residents
die under mysterious circumstances, this to-die-for locale falls under
a cloud.
Mrs. Bridge falls off a
stool cleaning bugs out of her kitchen light. Mrs. Talwin hits her head
in the bathtub and drowns. Seems
this stately old apartment building
is turning over tenants faster than
the fog rolls in on a cool San Francisco evening.
Young, overworked, overtired,
overstressed medical intern Sarah has no time for sleuthing—and
little patience for her elderly but
spunky neighbors, the Fog Ladies. Susan McCormick, author.
Intent on tending to the business of
minding other people’s business and with nothing but time
on their hands, the Fog Ladies quickly reach the conclusion
that these deaths were no accidents: this is murder. Sarah is
quick to dismiss the suspicions of these blue-haired amateur
sleuths—until level-headed Mrs. Noonan falls down the stairs
and insists she was pushed. Could there be evil lurking in
their midst?

Street. The original safe deposit doors are used in the entry
portal and in five concrete and tile benches that are placed on
Union St and in the courtyard. The original vault door is flanked
front and back by original art pieces reflecting the history of
Liberty Bank.

The original vault door is flanked front and
back by original art pieces reflecting the history of Liberty Bank.
All involved artists are Black, most with some connection to
the CD. Other artists whose works are installed at Liberty Bank
Building include Aramis Hamer, Lawrence Pitre, Inye Wokoma,
and Lisa Myers Bulmash.
Wokoma's Turning the Earth is a hybrid visual and narrative
exploration of the Liberty Bank story through the lens of the
black community that built the Central District. It is a story of
transformation and transcendence in four chapters based on
the central metaphor of making barren land fertile. Through this
metaphor it explores the systemic racism African Americans
faced upon migrating to Seattle in the 20th century, how as a
people they confronted those challenges to build a community,
and the role that Liberty Bank played.

"A colorful, clever and captivating tale, "The
Fog Ladies" is resplendent with charm...and
heralds the advent of an outstanding new
cozy series. With her delightful debut, Susan
McCormick joins the ranks of today’s outstanding physician novelists."
As she begins to dig, Sarah finds suspects aplenty—and
more questions than answers. Who would want to harm to
these harmless old ladies? Why? Will the killer strike again?
And when? Time is on no one’s side when a murderer is closing in. Seems the highly desirable Pacific Heights has become
highly dangerous….
A colorful, clever and captivating tale, The Fog Ladies is resplendent with charm. With its fun and feisty cast of characters, seamless plotting, and sensational San Francisco backdrop, The Fog Ladies heralds the advent of an outstanding
new cozy series. With her delightful debut, Susan McCormick
joins the ranks of today’s outstanding physician novelists.
Susan McCormick is a doctor who lives in Seattle. She graduated from Smith College and George Washington University
School of Medicine, with additional medical training in San
Francisco and Washington, D.C. Susan served as a doctor
in the U.S. Army for nine years before moving to the Pacific
Northwest. She lives in Seattle with her husband, two sons,
and giant Newfoundland dog, Albert. Visit Susan McCormick
online at susanmccormickbooks.com. •
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Everywhere you turn in the lobby of the Liberty Bank Building, the walls show a
gallery of important CD artists. These two are by Lawrence Pitre. Spin around
and you would be facing more art on the back of the vault door—another prominent feature in the lobby.

Bulmash's works line the community room you can see from
the courtyard and the hallway wall leading to it. They depict the
bank's founders whose bodies are depicted in paper, ephemera
and an altered book. A circular niche over each heart shelters a
sand dollar skeleton and a depiction of the Statue of Liberty.•
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When the Children are Away,
Do the Toys Still Play?

Madrona News October 2019
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ainy days have arrived in Seattle which means the toys of Madrona Playfield are spending more
time by themselves. Cuddle up on the couch with your kiddos and captivate their imagination
with this scene: Madrona Playfield is empty of kids. The toys are by themselves! Not a sprite in
sight to soar on the swings, to zip down the slide, or putter around on a tricycle. Just what do you
think the toys do, little Madronian, when you are snuggled warm inside on a blustery day? Take
a look at the photos and imagine a story for each one: what games are these toys playing when
you're not around? •
Photos: Christina Shires, Smallish Photo Studio, 34th Ave.
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Council (now the Leschi Community Council), and serving a
decade on the East Precinct Crime Prevention Coalition. Like
Steve, his nephew, Yousef, works many hours at the store, and
contributes to community building, having served on the Leschi
Community Council, especially in organizing the Leschi Art Walk.

SHULMAN, CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

telegrapher for the Great Northern Railroad, a job that had him
on the road very frequently. But Leonard always had to work
two jobs to make ends meet and in 1962 his second job was
at Leschi Market. Then the store itself was about a third of its
current size with a laundry/cleaner located where the butcher
shop is located today, a Shell gas station nearby, and a parking
lot where Starbucks now operates. In 1965 a major remodel
expanded to today’s size, and Leonard came to work there full
time. And work he did: 13 days on with alternate Sundays off.
In 1977, Leonard bought the store, Steve’s brother began full
time work there, and Steve joined them all in 1985 or 1986,

"...as anyone can tell you, Leschi Market is unusual for having so many, many
items on its shelves."
Photo: Christina Shires, Smallish Photo Studio

earning a butcher’s license to replace longtime butcher Carl
who was retiring. Carl taught Steve how to make many types of
sausages for which Leschi Market remains famous, and Steve
also introduced new items including hot fennel, bratwurst, and
organic chicken sausages. And then there was wine.
When Steve’s brother left the business in the mid 1990s, wine
was a small part of Leschi Market’s offerings—maybe 16-20 feet
of shelf space. But a good friend of Steve’s took him to wine
shows, and convinced him that wine sales would be a big draw
for the store and perhaps help offset declining grocery revenues. Well, that proved to be a great expansion to try because
today Leschi Market is well known for the 1,400+ wines it offers
at what Steve calls “value pricing.”

Historical photos adorn the shelves behind Shulman in the produce area.

Among recent innovations at the Market is Leschi Cellars wines
which have sold out in each of the several years they’ve been
offered. This year’s new offering is a 100% Cabernet from Shulman Estates to commemorate Steve’s parents, Betty Lou and

The original Leschi Market store in the 1940s.

Leonard, who both died from cancer. Proceeds of the sales will go to
City of Hope to fund cancer research and help people with cancer.
Interestingly, the amount of shelf space allocated to wine at
Leschi Market is about the same as it was 15 years ago. But
while wine remains a big draw, a bigger selection of produce,
meats, frozen food items, and deli items and cheese items keep
people coming back. And as anyone can tell you, Leschi Market is unusual for having so many, many items on its shelves.
The market also continues to hire people from nearby whenever
possible, and cater to a neighborhood where demographics are
changing—including so many more young children than in past
years. Ideally, those little ones will one day take their own first
jobs at Leschi Market. And Leschi Market will continue to succeed with new efforts while retaining what works. •
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Shulman pausing amid a festive scene outside Leschi Market. The store offers
a popular weekend prime rib dinner special for neighborhood families.

Wine sales make it possible for Leschi Market to offer organizations like Lakewood/Seward Park and the Madrona Community Councils opportunities to raise funds via events such
as Madrona’s wine tasting event each October at St. Therese
Social Hall. Steve says “personally, a nice thing about owning a
business is to give back to the community.” And in addition to
giving back via the business, Steve has donated his own time
and efforts by serving as president of the Leschi Improvement
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Laura & Larry, 35th Ave.

Rory

Owen, Mairead, Keegan

Lucky

Dresden & Olive

Mutt Matchup

Maggie, Pepper, Will, 36th

By Didi Burpee, 34th Ave. and Jennie Grant, Grand Ave.

Who walks whom?

See answer key on page 13.
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Neighborhood News and Notes
Local Artist, Trimpin, to Leave Madrona

Coyote Central’s Fall Term is Here

Madrona’s MacArthur genius award-winning artist Trimpin is leaving the neighborhood after 30+ years in his E. Union St. studio. Best
known for his hanging guitars sculpture in MoPop, or the sound garden play ground at Seattle Center, or his latest exhibit at Seattle Center’s Art gallery by the international fountain Timpins Hear & Now,
Community Perceptions of Homelessness by artists who have experienced it. (www.antgallery.org/upcoming-art-at-ant).

From Oct. 19 to Dec. 8, the campus at 23rd and E. Cherry will be
humming with kids, ages 10 to 15-years-old, who will be pursuing creativity in action: fashion design, film making, robotics, digital photography, hip hop dancing, jewelry designing, furniture building, cooking,
welding, and more. Coyote’s tuition policy is Pay What You Can, and is
explained in the registration process. •

206-323-7276 or coyotecentral.org/register-for-classes

Audrey Seale, E. Union St.

Photo: Audrey Seale
Photo: Christina Shires, Smallish Photo Studio

Trimpin is leaving Seattle for the sunny artists enclave in Tieton, WA
where he is building a new bigger better studio. Not every neighborhood has had a MacArthur genius nearby. We wish him well and look
forward to seeing him on the sunny side. •

Fashion design is just one of many paths of creativity offered at Coyote Central.

Real Estate Report

Madrona Blessing of the Animals

Kevin O'Doherty, Windermere Real Estate, kevinod1@msn.com

Barbara Parker, 37th Ave.

After seven years of continuous gains, the average sales price and
$ per square foot in Madrona declined slightly this year. This is consistent with the overall Seattle market, where prices peaked in May
2018 as housing prices finally outstripped incomes. This is in contrast
to the rest of Washington, where prices continue to rise in every coun-

Many religions offer animal blessings
to thank them for
their contributions to
human life. In Christian churches such
as Epiphany Parish
in Madrona, the
blessing is named
for Saint Francis of
Assisi whose kindness extended to all
of God’s creatures. It
is a tradition in the
Episcopal Church to
give thanks for animal friends on or
Photo: Epiphany Parish
near St. Francis Day.
Rev. Doyt Conn with his other pup and colleague,
In 2019, Epiphany Rev. Minnie Conn.
blessings were on
Oct 5 in the church
courtyard, led by the Reverend Ruth Anne Garcia and included special
prayers and individual blessings for each of the more than 20 animals
whose human friends brought them for the blessing. Both a pageant
for costumed pets and a series of prizes were awarded in categories
that included youngest and oldest pet. Winner of the latter category
was 19-year-old Mickey (fetchingly dressed in a Hawaiian print shirt)
who is the pet of Epiphany’s Reverend Doyt Conn, Jr. Evidently those
blessings really contribute to long life. •

ty but King. The average market time in Madrona has also climbed
from 15 days to 31. Despite this, Seattle remains a seller’s market.
Job growth is robust, interest rates and inventories are low, and people
continue to move here. Selling a house just takes longer. There might
be only one or two offers. Those offers could include an inspection contingency and the sales price is likely to be less than it would have been
last year, but still up 70% from 2011. •
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Madrona Beach Play Area Update
Recap from Oct. MCC meeting

Libby Hudson from Seattle Parks presented at October's Community
Council meeting renderings of proposed changes and upgrades to the
play area. Suggested changes will decrease required maintenance,
provide some ADA-required provisions, and enhance the shoreline for
migrating fish. The total budget is $550,000, including permitting and
design; construction budget is $350,000. The schedule has planning
and design completed this fall and construction beginning next fall
after Labor Day. Libby emphasized that the survey will remain online
until Friday for anyone wanting to offer suggestions. The design for
the next phase will be presented on Oct. 30, 7 p.m., at Spectrum
Dance Studio. So far opinions favor the following approaches:
•Natural play area (sand, rocks, logs) and open lawn
•Retain landscape features—views, trees, seating wall
•Promote activities like swimming, socializing, looking at views
•Enhancements desired—stream, pump, logs, increase trees (possibly madrones, which are touchy to install) and lawn. In general,
opinions favored keeping the plan simple and natural and promoting
water play, sticking with the original, good design. •

Owen, Mairead, and Keegan (34 Ave.) walk Dresden and Olive.
Maggie, Pepper, and Will walk Rory.
Laura and Larry walk Lucky.

Mutt Matchup Answers
13
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WHAT'S UP, MADRONA?

Please send your calendar items to madronanewscalendar@gmail.com for inclusion in the newsletter and the website at madrona.us.

RECURRING WEEKLY EVENTS
WED & FRI 7:45-8:15am and 8:30-9:00am Meditation. Guided silent meditation led by Pieter Drummond. Epiphany Chapel, pieter@stonegroundmeditation.com.
THURSDAYS
10:00am-12:00pm – All Threads Together. Join for conversation and knitting, crocheting, needlepoint, etc. Epiphany Christie House Library, Trish Stone, twallistone@yahoo.com.
11:00am – Children's Story Time. Bring your preschoolers and toddlers to enjoy stories, rhymes, and songs with
our children’s librarian. Madrona Sally Goldmark Library. 1134 33rd Ave. 684-4705
7:30pm – ALANON Meeting. Epiphany Great Hall, 1805 38th Ave., 324-2573
8:00am-9:00am – Madrona Elementary PTSA Coffee + Conversation. Join us in the library every third Thursday.
FRIDAYS Headshot Portraits in Madrona. Offered the first Friday of each month. www.smallishphotostudio.com/
headshot-portraits. Smallish Photo Studio. 1113 34th Ave. 206-779-4656.
SUNDAYS 11:00am-5:00pm – Sunday Sippers Wine Tasting at Madrona Wine Merchants. 1127 34th Ave. For
more information, consult www.MadronaWineMerchants.com.

WEEKENDS 9:00am-5:00pm – Donate Used Goods. Northwest Center Big Blue Truck. Grocery Outlet parking
lot. www.bigbluetruck.org.
Oct 30, 7:00-8:00pm—Madrona Beach Park Renovation Open House. Come preview the designs and learn about
the timeline for the project. Spectrum Dance Studio (800 Lake Washington Blvd).
Nov 01, 7:30pm—Pacific MusicWorks Concert "The Art of the Fugue: Conversations in Counterpoint." Bach’s
final masterpiece performed by Caroline Nicolas, Stephen Creswell, of Seattle’s finest Baroque performers. Featured
winery: Finn Hill Winery. Epiphany Parish.
Nov 5, 7:15pm—Madrona Community Council Meeting. Madrona Playfield Shelterhouse (34th Ave. btwn. Spring
& Marion).
Nov 9, 6:00-10:00pm—Coyote Central Annual Auction Gala. Over 80 Seattle artists donate their art for a magical
night of remarkable art, unique experiences, and endless inspiration, all to benefit kids. Block 41. Tickets at coyotecentral.org/auction-tickets.
Nov 9, 10:00am-1:00pm—Madrona Woods Fall Planting. Wear sturdy shoes and weather-appropriate layered
clothing. We provide tools, drinks, and snacks. To be extra prepared, please bring a filled water bottle. Sign up at seattle.greencitypartnerships.org/event/16696.
Nov 10, 7:00pm—Madrona Author Reading. Join Third Place Books in welcoming Susan McCormick with her new
mystery, The Fog Ladies. (5041 Wilson Ave S, Seward Park.)
Nov 14, 5:30-7:30pm—Disaster Skills Workshop. Provides training on key skills needed after a disaster and more
in-depth instruction on key preparedness actions. Learn about (1) Fire Extinguisher Use, (2) Utility Control, (3) Water
Storage and Purification and (4) Emergency Sanitation. Douglass-Truth Branch Library (2300 E Yesler Way.)
Dec 8-9, 7:00-8:00pm—Holiday Concert: "On Our Way Home." Joyful! Noise Seattle community choir presents our
holiday concert. joyfulnoiseseattle.org/concerts. Seattle First Baptist Church, 1111 Harvard Ave.
Madrona News October 2019
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